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1 Introduction



Abstract



Arabic is the fourth most widely spoken language in the world (Nwesri et al., 2005). It is a morphologically and syntactically rich language. Arabic morphological and syntactic analyses have gained the focus of Arabic natural language processing research for a long time in order to achieve the automated understanding of Arabic. On the other hand, Arabic generation has received little attention although the generation problems are as sophisticated as those of the analysis. With the recent technological advances in multilingual machine translations, Arabic natural language generation has received attentions in order to automate Arabic translations. For machine translation systems that support a large number of languages, interlingua approach is particularly attractive (Levin et al., 2003): 1) it requires fewer components in order to relate each source language to each target language, 2) it takes fewer components to add a new language, 3) It supports paraphrase of the input in the original language, and 4) both the analyzers and generators can be written by mono-lingual system developers. In this paper, we describe a grammar-based generation approach for task-oriented interlinguabased spoken dialogue that transforms a shallow



In this paper, we describe a grammarbased generation approach for taskoriented interlingua-based spoken dialogue that transforms a shallow semantic interlingua representation called Interchange Format (IF) into Arabic Text that corresponds to the intentions underlying the speakers' utterances. The generation approach is developed primarily within the framework of the NESPOLE! (NEgotiating through SPOken Language in Ecommerce) multilingual speech-to-speech MT project. The IF-to-Arabic generator is implemented in SICStus Prolog. We conducted an evaluation experiment using the output from the English analyzer provided by Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). The results of this experiment were promising and assured the ability of the generation approach in generating Arabic text form the interlingua taken from the travel and tourism domain.
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semantic interlingua representation called Interchange Format (IF) into Arabic text. The advantages of the approach used in this research are that it is easy to incorporate domain knowledge as well as heuristic rules into the linguistic knowledge which provide highly accurate generations for each semantic segment. The Arabic generator is compatible with the NESPOLE! interlingua specification.1 It translates simple conversations between a traveler (customer) speaking American English and a travel agent speaking Arabic. The Arabic generator uses the interlingua in Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) machine translation.2 The result will be automated computer translation of spoken English into Arabic. This research advances the state of the art in interlingua-based Arabic machine translation by discovering and formalizing the relationship between the deep semantic structures of sentences in the travel planning domain represented in an interlingua called Interchange Format (IF) and surface structure of an Arabic sentence. The Arabic generator follows a grammar-based approach in generating Arabic sentences which is based on solid linguistic knowledge. The first part of the generation is relatively domain-specific and concerns issues in interlingua-based machine translation for transferring an interlingua representation that does not contain any syntactic information into a feature structure that reflects the syntactic structure of the target Arabic sentence. The second part is linguistic-based and includes two main components: Arabic morphological generator and Arabic syntactic generator. The Arabic morphological generator concerns issues in the synthesis of inflected noun, verb, and particle. The Arabic syntactic generator concerns issues in the realization of the target Arabic sentence such as ensuring the agreement among constituents of the sentence and heuristically inserting missing fragments such as prepositions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Description of the interlingua representation is summarized in Section 2. This is followed by introducing the interlingua-to-Arabic generator in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, we discuss the set of important issues that we encountered during the



design and implementation of the system. In Section 5, we present the results of the experiment for evaluating the system. Section 6 discusses the related work. Finally, a conclusion and recommendations for further enhancements are given in Section 7.



1



2.



2 The Description of Interlingua The NESPOLE! translation system (Metze et al., 2005) is designed to provide human-to-human speech-to-speech machine translation using an interlingua-based approach similar to that used in the JANUS system (Levin et al., 2000). The general goal of the system is to provide translation over the Internet to facilitate communication for Ecommerce and e-service applications between common users in real-world settings. The domain addressed in NESPOLE! is the Travel & Tourism, a task-oriented domain. The NESPOLE machine translation project uses an interlingua representation which is based on speaker intention rather than literal meaning. The IF is a task-based representation of the semantics of a unit of speech. Since the system translates spoken dialogue, these units are called Spoken Dialogue Units (SDUs), and they range in length from a single word (“hello”) up to a full sentence (“I'd like to reserve a room”). An IF is based on a set of domain actions (DA) with parametric arguments. Each DA has up to four components: a speaker tag, a speech act, the concepts, and the arguments. Plus sign separate speech acts from the concepts and concepts from each other. Arguments are represented as an argument name followed by the “=” symbol followed by a value and/or subargument(s). In general, each DA has a speaker tag and at least one speech act optionally followed by string of concepts and optionally, a string of arguments. DAs can be roughly characterized as follows (Levin et al., 2003): Speaker: speech act +concept* arguments*



Several examples of utterances, with corresponding IF representations, are shown below: 1.



See interlingua specification for NESPOLE project, http://www.is.cs.cmu.edu/nespole/db/specification.html 2 See Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) web site for NESPOLE, http://www.is.cs.cmu.edu/nespole
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a: Good morning a:greeting (greeting= good_morning)   



c: I'm planning a vacation this summer in Egypt c:give-information+plan+trip (who=i, visit-spec=( identifiability=no, vacation,



3.



4.



x



time=(season=(identifiability=non-distant, summer)),location=name-egypt))           c: How much does a double room with full board accommodation cost? c:request-information+price +accommodation (price=question, room-spec=(double_room, identifiability=no), include= (accommodation-board=full_board)) *$%&     !" # c: Tell me about sightseeing and transportations c:request-action+inform+object ( object-spec=(operator=conjunct, [(sightseeing, identifiability=,yes), (transportation, quantity=,plural, identifiability=yes)])) /0560$ 78 #!9 ;< > 



Lexical Mapping. Performing lexical lookup for the lexical entries in order to associate lexemes with semantic IF concepts and values. Interlingua Lexical Mapping Rules Structure Mapping Rules



Mapping Lexicon



3 The Interlingua-to-Arabic Generator



Lexical Mapper



Structural Mapper



In interlingua-based machine translation, the second half of the translation process is generation. This section describes a proposed rule-based grammar approach for Arabic natural language generation from the interlingua representation used in NESPOLE! Our approach introduces how to generate grammatically correct Arabic sentence from Interlingua. In this context, we address some issues in generating Arabic from interlingua such as agreement in number which cannot be transferred exactly from the IF of an input sentence, e.g. English sentence. The basic architecture of the proposed Arabic generation system is shown in Figure 1. It involves two main components a mapper for converting intelingua representation into an Arabic sentence structure (feature-structure representation) and a generator for generating the target Arabic sentence. 3.1



Preprocessor



ontology



Feature Structure



Arabic Morphology Rules



Morphological Generator



Arabic Grammar Rules



Sentence Generator



Arabic Lexicon



Arabic



Figure 1. Architecture of the generation component



The Mapper



x



The Arabic mapper module produces feature structure (FS) for Arabic from IF representation, using ontology, a set of mapping rules, and a mapping lexicon (Shaalan et al., 2006b). To explain how the mapper maps the input IF into a feature structure, we provide an illustrative example in Figure 2. The mapping process involves three main stages: x Preprocessing. It is mainly based on the domain ontology and performs three tasks: transforms an IF representation into a prolog term, associates the arguments to their concepts, and checks the IF for correctness.
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Structure Mapping. Determining the syntactic structure. It performs two tasks: o Use the Speech Act to determine the sentence mood. There are four sentence moods that can be derived from the IF representation: statement, command (imperative), interrogative (question), and fragment (word or phrase) o Use the sentence mood and the rest of the IF to: ƒ Group the words to construct the constituents.



There are five constituents that: coordinates sentences, occurs as subject, occurs as verb, occurs as interrogative, and occurs as complement of a sentence. The latter cover syntactic forms that come after a verb such as object and quasi-sentence. ƒ Order the constituents to form the syntactic structure of the Arabic sentence. The structural mapping rules follow the transformation grammar formalism to order the recognized constituents and construct the Arabic FS that reflects the syntactic structure of the target Arabic sentence. They are processed in order and use the pattern shown in Table 1 to construct the Arabic FS. The sequence of the feature-value pairs in the FS corresponds to the syntactic structure that will be used to generate the Arabic sentence. 3.2



I'm planning a vacation this summer in Egypt c:give-information+plan+trip(who=i, visit-spec=(identifiability=no,vacation, time=(season=(identifiability=non-distant, summer)),location=name-egypt))



['c:',['give-information',[]],['+plan',[]], ['+trip',['who=',i, 'visit-spec=',[vacation, 'identifiability=',no,'location=',name-egypt, 'time=',['season=',[summer,'identifiability=', 'non-distant']]]]]]



['c:',['give-information',[]], [map_concept('+plan','',verb),[]], ['+trip',['who=',map_value(i,pronoun,''), 'visit-spec=',[map_value(vacation, noun,''), 'identifiability=',no,'location=', map_value(name-egypt,noun,' '), 'time=', ['season=',[map_value(summer,noun,' '), 'identifiability=', map_value('non-distant',noun, )]]]]]]



[speaker: 'c:', sentence_mood: statement, subject: ['who=',map_value(i,pronoun,'')], verb: [map_concept('+plan','',verb)], complement: ['visit-spec=',map_value(vacation,noun,''), 'identifiability=',no,'location=', map_value(nameegypt,noun,' '),'season=', map_value(summer,noun,' '), 'identifiability=', map_value('non-distant',noun, )]



The Arabic Generator



The Arabic generator produces the target Arabic sentence, using an Arabic lexicon, Arabic morphological generator and Arabic syntactic generator. The lexicon stores the Arabic lexical knowledge for nouns, verbs, and particles. The Arabic morphological generator is relatively new and has been published elsewhere (shaalan et al., 2006a). Syntactic generation rules encode the rules for constructing grammatically correct Arabic sentences. They can be classified into rules that are responsible for: x ensuring agreements between constituents such as verb-subject, noun-adjective, demonstrated noun-substitute, and numbercounted noun, x Handling the end case of dual and plural forms according to the case markings, and x Inserting missing fragments for producing the target Arabic surface structure in its right form such as prepositions. In the following, we will present an example of each of these categories.



]



Figure 2. An illustrative example of mapping an IF to feature structure for a statement



Table 1 Syntactic structure of the target Arabic sentence Sentence Mood statement



Syntactic structure [Coord] S V C [Coord] V C [Coord] S V1 V2 C [Coord] NP C



command question



fragment
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[Coord] V S C [Coord] Q V S C [Coord] Q V S [Coord] Q V C [Coord] Q C [Coord] C



Example of Target Arabic sentence ﺃﻧﺎ ﺃﺭﻏﺐ ﻓﻲ ﺣﺠﺰ ﻏﺮﻓﺔ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻏﺮﻑ ﻣﺰﺩﻭﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻷﺳﺒﻮﻉ ﺍﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻋﺸﺮ ﻧﺤﻦ ﻧﺮﻏﺐ ﻓﻲ ﺃﻥ ﻧﺴﺒﺢ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺪﻕ ﺃﺟﺎﺯﺗﻲ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﺷﺮ ﻣﻦ ﻳﻮﻟﻴﻮ ﺇﻟﻲ ﺍﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻋﺸﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺃﻏﺴﻄﺲ ﺃﺣﺠﺰ ﻟﻨﺎ ﺃﺭﺑﻊ ﻏﺮﻑ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻀﻠﻚ ﻫﻞ ﺗﻘﺒﻞ ﺷﻴﻜﺎﺕ ﺳﻴﺎﺣﻴﺔ ؟ ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺃﻛﻠﺖ ؟ ﻫﻞ ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻴﻊ ﺗﺄﺟﻴﻞ ﺣﺠﺰ ﺍﻟﺒﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ؟ ﺃﻳﻦ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺪﻕ ؟ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺪﻕ



Rules for verb-subject agreement. In Arabic, verb and subject agree in number and gender. Table 2 shows examples of applying verb-subject agreement. These examples show that in case of a statement the subject is usually a first person nominative pronoun. While, in case of an interrogative the subject is usually a second person nominative pronoun.



Rules for filling missing prepositions. Prepositions are heuristically generated according to certain verbs, nouns, or arguments. For example, the argument for-whom= generates the preposition ‘’ﻝ (for) and the argument pair origin= and destination= generates both the prepositions ‘( ’ﻣﻦfrom) and ‘( ’ﺇﻟﻲto), respectively. Table 4 shows examples of prepositions generated by certain pair of arguments. The Arabic syntactic generator is responsible for producing grammatical correct Arabic sentence. It recursively iterates over the current FS and applies the sentence generation rules to generate the target sentence structure.



Table 2. Examples of verb-subject agreement Verb ﻭﺻﻞ ﻭﺟﺪ ﺃﺭﻏﺐ ﺃﻧﻮﻱ ﺃﺳﺘﻄﻴﻊ ﺃﻥ ﺃﻣﺸﻲ ﺳﺄﺻﻞ ﺳﺄﺣﺘﺎﺟﻬﺎ ﺳﺄﺣﺎﻭﻝ ﺃﻥ ﺃﺭﺳﻞ



Tense Perfect Perfect Imperfect Imperfect Imperfect imperfect Future Future Future imperfect



Subject ﻧﺤﻦ ﺃﻧﺎ ﺃﺳﺮﺗﻲ ﻭﺃﻧﺎ ﺃﻧﺖ ﺃﻧﺖ



Agreement ﻭﺻﻠﻨﺎ ﻭﺟﺪﺕ ﻧﺮﻏﺐ ﺗﻨﻮﻱ ﺗﺴﺘﻄﻴﻊ ﺃﻥ ﺗﻤﺸﻲ



ﺃﻧﺎ ﻭﺯﻭﺟﺘﻲ ﻧﺤﻦ ﻧﺤﻦ



ﺳﻨﺼﻞ ﺳﻨﺤﺘﺎﺟﻬﺎ ﺳﻨﺤﺎﻭﻝ ﺃﻥ ﻧﺮﺳﻞ



4 Issues and Problems The following discusses major problems encountered during the syntactic generation of Arabic text, and presents how we have handled them.



Rules for handling duals forms. In the specification of IF, the argument quantity= indicates a number feature and its value determines the number (dual or plural) of the target inflected Arabic word. This information can only be used to generate the dual or plural in nominative case (e.g. ‘—’ﻟﻴﻠﺘﺎﻥtwo nights). The final generation of either dual or sound plural forms requires that their case markings are known. This can only be handled during the syntactic generation of the Arabic sentence. Examples of synthesizing the final dual forms are shown in Table 3.



4.1



In order to comply with Arabic grammar rules, our Arabic generator overrides the specification of the negated past tense verb in the interlingua with a present tense form that is preceded by (“the apocopative particle Lam— ‘)’ﺣﺮﻑ ﺍﻟﺠﺰﻡ ﻟﻢ. In Arabic, this particle is used for negating a present tense verb form and turns it to indicate the negated past form. For example: I did not understand the last sentence c:give-information+negation+understand +information-object(e-time=previous, polarity=negative, …)  9C #D # 



Table 3 Examples of synthesizing dual forms Noun ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﺻﻴﻔﻲ ﻏﺮﻓﺔ ﻣﺰﺩﻭﺟﺔ ﺷﺨﺺ ﺃﺳﺒﻮﻉ ﻃﻔﻞ ﻣﺮﺓ ﺷﻬﺮ ﺳﺮﻳﺮ ﻣﺰﺩﻭﺝ



Case Nominative Accusative/Genitive Accusative/Genitive Accusative/Genitive Nominative Accusative/Genitive Accusative/Genitive Accusative/Genitive



Dual ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺠﺎﻥ ﺻﻴﻔﻴﺎﻥ ﻏﺮﻓﺘﻴﻦ ﻣﺰﺩﻭﺟﺘﻴﻦ ﺷﺨﺼﻴﻦ ﺃﺳﺒﻮﻋﻴﻦ ﻃﻔﻼﻥ ﻣﺮﺗﻴﻦ ﺷﻬﺮﻳﻦ ﺳﺮﻳﺮﻳﻦ ﻣﺰﺩﻭﺟﻴﻦ



4.2



Second Arg. location= object-topic= specifier= destination= month= location= destination=



Prep.  ;<  @ +; + ;+@



Effect of Argument-subargument Mapping and Generation



in



In general, the value of arguments in IF is mapped into Arabic lexemes. However, there are some values that their mapping depend on their arguments to resolve lexical ambiguity. Moreover, there are certain argument-subargument combinations that map to implicit values. Our Arabic generator applies special handling for these cases during mapping and generation. For example, the following input interlingua, the “age=(quantity=8)” is mapped by our system into three values “age, 8, and year”. The former is an implicit value and the latter is a missed value indicating the counted



Table 4. Examples of prepositions generated by certain pair of arguments First Arg. attraction-spec= info-object= location= address= md= month= origin=



Tense of Verb in Negation



Position of Prep. Bet. args Bet. args Before args Before args Before each arg Before each arg Before each arg
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name of the given number. Additionally, another further handling is done during the Arabic syntactic generation to add the third person pronoun suffix to the implicit value “age”. Ultimately, our system will produce “ ”ﺃﺑﻨﻲ ﻋﻤﺮﻩ ﺛﻤﺎﻧﻲ ﺳﻨﻮﺍﺕrather than “”ﺃﺑﻨﻲ ﺛﻤﺎﻧﻴﺔ. For example:



indicate correct or wrong, under each evaluation criterion: both syntactically and semantically correct, semantically correct, and syntactically correct. The summary of this evaluation results is shown in Table 5. The first column shows the evaluation criteria involved. The second and third columns show the results of the human judgments of the machine translation (system output).



My son is eight c:give-information+personal-data (experiencer= (offspring,sex=male,whose=i), age=(quantity=8)) /KL" 9N O9< LQ



4.3



Table 5. Summary of human evaluation results Correct Incorrect Total % Total % syntactically & 266 89 34 11 semantically semantically 267 89 33 11 Syntactically 285 95 15 5



Filling Missing Prepositions



Using IF as intermediate representation in a multilingual machine translation led to dropping language specific details for constructing the target surface structure. In our system, we have handled this by heuristic rules that insert the missing fragments. The important missing fragments are prepositions. For example, the following IF generates a sentence that requires five prepositions in order to get the target Arabic sentence. It shows a verb that is followed by a preposition, a date range specified by two prepositions, and a start-date and end-date expressions specified by two prepositions. For example:



We analyzed the incorrect system output marked by English-to-Arabic translator specialist and observed the following classifications: x Errors in morphological generation. Table 6 shows these erroneous sentences. They are all due to generating a separate pronoun instead of generating a suffix pronoun connected to a particle. This error is not solved in the current system. However, the solution is simple and could be done by adding a morphological rule that handles this case.



I’m looking for a tour from November twelfth to December twelfth. c: give-information+search+tour (who=i, tour-spec=(tour,identifiability=no,time= (start-time=(md=12,month=11),end-time= (md=12, month=12)))) X @  9K ; Y< X ; 7" K ;< VWQ   98Z% ; Y



Table 6. Errors in morphological generation of a suffix pronoun 1.



But I'll try ﻟﻜﻨﻨﻲ ﺳﺄﺣﺎﻭﻝ ﻟﻜﻦ ﺃﻧﺎ ﺳﺄﺣﺎﻭﻝ



2.



But I'm sure



3.



ﻟﻜﻨﻨﻲ ﻣﺘﺄﻛﺪ ﻟﻜﻦ ﺃﻧﺎ ﻣﺘﺄﻛﺪ But I think there is a problem ﻟﻜﻨﻨﻲ ﺃﻇﻦ ﺃﻧﻪ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﻟﻜﻦ ﺃﻧﺎ ﺃﻇﻦ ﺃﻧﻪ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ



5 Evaluation A set of real 300 SDUs with their corresponding interlingua representations has been used as a test set. This set is randomly chosen from the NESPOLE! Travel & Tourism database that was provided by Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). The interlingua representations of the English source translation set is fed into the IF-to-Arabic generator to produce their Arabic translations. The output is evaluated by a human evaluation method. In the human evaluation, an English-to-Arabic translator specialist was involved in making judgments on the translated Arabic sentences. We gave him a form that contains 300 items. Each of which consists of a sentence from the English source set followed by its system output translation. Then, we asked the evaluator to put a tick, to subjectively



x



x
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Source translation Correct translation System output Source translation Correct translation System output Source translation Correct translation System output



Errors in word sense. Table 7 shows examples of these semantically incorrect sentences. They are all due to variations in word senses. These errors are difficult to solve because the semantic value in the IF that were produced by the English-to-interlingua analyzer does not capture the same meaning of the source English sentence. Errors in verb-subject agreement. Table 8 shows examples of these erroneous sentences. They are all due to errors in verb-subject agreement. In particular, when the subject is



feminine the masculine verb prefix form ""ﻳـ (Yeh) is generated instead of the feminine prefix form "( "ﺗـTeh). However, the solution is simple and could be done by adding such an agreement rule that handles this case.



implemented using MORPHE (Leavitt, 1994) and Genkit (Tomita and Nyberg, 1988) tools that compile the morphological and grammatical rules into morphological and sentence generator programs, respectively. The problems with these tools are that they are not easily adaptable to generate the proper Arabic script and syntax. That is why the generator has dealt with restricted forms of Arabic verbs and nouns. Waible et al. (2003) described a prototype for a two-way speech-to-speech translation system that runs on a conventional PDA computer. It can translate from English to Arabic and Arabic to English in the medical domain. The system is limited in order to do speech processing on PDA platform. The interlingua-to-Arabic generator was supposed to be implemented using the advantage of the interlingua approach, but due to network overhead, a statistical-based machine translation mechanism is used.



Table 7. Errors in word sense. 1.



We are planning to get around by car c:give-information+ disposition+trip (disposition= (intention, who=we), locomotion=car) ﻧﺤﻦ ﻧﺨﻄﻂ ﻟﻠﺤﺼﻮﻝ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺳﻴﺎﺭﺓ ﻧﺤﻦ ﻧﻨﻮﻯ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺄﺟﻴﺮ ﺳﻴﺎﺭﺓ There is everything you need a:give-information+existence +object (object-spec= (everything, modifier= necessary)) ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﻛﻞ ﺷﻴﺊ ﺗﺤﺘﺎﺟﻪ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﻛﻞ ﺷﻴﺊ ﺿﺮﻭﺭﻱ and there is two people c: give-information+party (conjunction=discourse, how-many=2) ﻭ ﺷﺨﺼﺎﻥ ﻭ ﻋﺪﺩﻧﺎ ﺃﺛﻨﺎﻥ



2.



3.



Source translation Interligua representation



Correct translation System output Source translation Correct translation



Interligua representation System output Source translation Interligua representation



7 Conclusions and Future Work Correct translation System output



In this paper, we described the development of a novel Arabic generator. The Arabic generator follows the rule-based grammar approach. We have discussed the problems encountered in the generation of Arabic text from the interlingua representation used in NESPOLE! For these problems we have described how we handled them. The paper shows how relatively easy it is to add a new language into an interlingua MT project. A set of real 300 SDUs with their corresponding interlingua representations has been used for evaluating the approach and the correctness of the Arabic generator. The system output is evaluated by a human evaluation method. The evaluation shows 89% of the system output was “syntactically and semantically” correct, 89% of the system output was “semantically” correct, and 95% of the system output was “syntactically” correct. The problems found were classified, explained, and possible suggestions for solutions were presented. As Arabic has received very little computational research and in particular, on the level of deep semantic or interlingua, we believe that our contribution might encourage some computational linguistics and researchers to put more efforts in this complex area of natural language generation. Future work will include integrating the Arabic generator with the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)’s English analyzer in order to automate the



Table 8. Errors in verb-subject agreement of feminine subject. 1.



2.



3.



There are many castles. ﺗﻮﺟﺪ ﻗﻼﻉ ﻛﺜﻴﺮﺓ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﻗﻼﻉ ﻛﺜﻴﺮﺓ Are there good places for seven persons? ﻫﻞ ﺗﻮﺟﺪ ﺃﻣﺎﻛﻦ ﺟﻴﺪﺓ ﻟﺴﺒﻌﺔ ﺃﺷﺨﺎﺹ؟ ﻫﻞ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﺃﻣﺎﻛﻦ ﺟﻴﺪﺓ ﻟﺴﺒﻌﺔ ﺃﺷﺨﺎﺹ؟ In august we have both single rooms and double rooms available. ﺗﺘﻮﻓﺮ ﻋﻨﺪﻧﺎ ﻏﺮﻑ ﻣﻔﺮﺩﺓ ﻭﻏﺮﻑ ﻣﺰﺩﻭﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺃﻏﺴﻄﺲ ﻳﺘﻮﻓﺮ ﻋﻨﺪﻧﺎ ﻏﺮﻑ ﻣﻔﺮﺩﺓ ﻭﻏﺮﻑ ﻣﺰﺩﻭﺟﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺃﻏﺴﻄﺲ



Source translation Correct translation System output Source translation Correct translation System output Source translation



Correct translation System output



6 Related Work Research on translations of Arabic using the interlingua approach is beginning to emerge. Abul seoud (2005) developed a prototype for transferring an Arabic parse tree, which is obtained from a DCG parser, into KANT-like Interlingua (Mitamura and Nyberg, 1992). A set of structural transformation and mapping rules has been described. Cavalli-Sforza et al. (2000) and Soudi et al. (2002) developed a template-based Arabic realizer which is based on KANT (Mitamura and Nyberg, 1992). It focused on the problems related to the Arabic morphology generation. The Arabic generator is
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translation of spoken English into Arabic. Moreover, this integration will be extended to include the other languages supported by NESPOLE! Another interesting challenge would be to enhance the Arabic generator by automating the diacritization or vowelization of the generated Arabic sentence. This is particularly critical for Arabic Text-toSpeech (TTS) system where an Arabic TTS system might mispronounce one word due to incorrect vowelizations.



Lori Levin, Donna Gates, Dorcas Wallace, Kay Peterson, Emanuele Pianta, and Nadia Mana. 2003. The NESPOLE! Interchange Format, Project Deliverable D13. Masaru Tomita and Eric H. Nyberg 1988. Generation Kit and Transformation Kit, Version 3.2, User's, Manual, Technical Report, Carnegie Mellon-Center for Machine Translation.
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